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Before score
After score
Uplift

1. Frampton Park Road between Lyme Grove and Well Street
2. Ainsworth Road between Well Street and Primrose Square
3. Ainsworth Road between Primrose Square and Victoria Park Road
4. Skipworth Road between Victoria Park Road and Wetherell Road
5. Grove Road between Wetherell Road and Old Ford Road

KEY
- Proposed scheme
- Consultation to follow subject to further feasibility work

For continuation see sheet 2
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Before score
6
7

After score
63
67

Uplift +4

Uplift +22

KEY
- Proposed scheme
- Consultation to follow subject to further feasibility work
- Mile End Road Junction
- Burdett Road between Mile End Road and Eric Street

For continuation see sheet 1
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Key
- Proposed scheme
- Consultation to follow subject to further feasibility work
- Before score
- After score
- Uplift

8. Eric Street to St Paul’s Way
9. St Paul’s Way to Dod Street
10. A13 Junction – Dod Street to West India Dock Road
11. West India Dock Road - Commercial Road to CS3

Before 47
After 65
Uplift +18

Before 44
After 55
Uplift +11

Before 52
After 71
Uplift +19

For continuation see sheet 2
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Museum of London Docklands